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complimentary copy received from author for review
purposesHave you ever read a Danielle Allen novel If you
haven t, go get one, doesn t matter which one, any of them will
do You ll be hooked.If you ve read than one, you know that you
never get the same thing with any of them Each one is unique,
whether it s the situations, the emotions, or the humor each
can hold their own.Broken Clocks is no different I ve read the
majority of Danielle s books and each one touches me
differently, but this one.THIS ONE This one had me up and
down emotionally, over and over and over again She finally did
it She made me cry and she s probably pretty smug about that
It s great ya ll READ IT Let me try to sum it up a little
better.Broken Clocks Second Chances Soul Mates Love
Heartbreak Sacrifice Sexy Emotional Rollercoaster Kleenex
Please NineTwentySeven. Broken Clocks took me on an
emotional rollercoaster that I won t ever forget I honestly had
no idea what to expect when I first started this book by Danielle
Allen I just found out about her in my quest for diverse reads in
the romance genre I enjoyed reading about characters that I
could identify with but I had no idea I would also find a book
that would rip me to shreds as I read I was stunned after I
finished reading Stunned I had tears in my eyes as I typed this
review Allen sucked me in with her writing from the very
beginning and right up to the very end I read this book in 5
hours Her words were poetic and magnetic This book serves
as a wonderful reminder of how we need to live our lives with
no regrets Reach for the stars Seize the moment Love and be
loved Take chances This is a book that will stay with me for a
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very long time Thank you Danielle Allen for providing me with
my first 5 star read of the year For reviews check me out at
Wow.I can not believe the level of talent that was displayed in
this book I am so grateful to have been given the chance to
read Broken Clocks, Layla and William had such an amazing
amount of chemistry from the very beginning of the book Their
connection was just palpable There were so many obstacles
that they had to face and let me tell you Layla was stronger
than I could have ever been, I admired her a lot William s love
and loyalty is one of the most admirable qualities within him
The ending totally ruined me Grab tissues if you are a wuss
like me, I m telling you, y all are going to cry Definitely will read
other books by this author in the future But when it comes to
love, don t get so hung up on the timing Just enjoy the time
When you re with the perfect person, there will never be
enough of it Where to begin with this review It doesn t happen
too often that I sit and stare when I finish the last word of a
book Broken Clocks did something to my spirit that I can t quite
describe It went beyond a book and made me think about if I
use time as a crutch aka an excuse as to why I keep love at an
arm s distance The powerful connection that Broken Clocks
makes to a person s own life is what elevates it from a typical
romance novel to a powerful piece of literary work Layla and
William s love story is one that plenty of folks are way too
familiar with Two people meet, they date, decide to be friends,
and that goes left of center then they cross paths again Allen
has perfectly captured how regardless of circumstances if two
people are truly meant to be together then they will find a way
The dialogue, the cadence, and the emotional rollercoasters
are perfect I mean absolutely perfect Some detractors will say,
Ugh, another romance novel They are so unrealistic And, I tell
those folks to quit being such a sourpuss Love is special Love
is powerful Love will make you have a different air about you
Broken Clocks is one of those rare works of fiction that makes
a reader believe that love can be and should be felt in real life
because it can literally change your life Back to December was
my favorite book by Danielle Allen but Broken Clocks
pleasantly surpasses it and now moves her onto my favorite
authors list. Reviewed by CRABBIE It s been a while since I ve
read a story that had me stuck once I finished the book and
Broken Clocks did just that The story of Layla and William was
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written perfectly The story flowed and the character
development was on point These two characters went through
a lot but the love between them was undeniable This story had
my heart thumping, my emotions at a all time high and I didn t
want to stop reading because I was so engrossed in the
character s lives Although I own many of Danielle Allen s
books I have no idea why I never read them the book hoarder
in me I guess After reading Broken Clocks I ll definitely be
reading her other books One thing for sure anytime I see 9 27 I
will always be reminded of Layla and William Broken Clocks
reminded of a few thingsBroken Clocks reminded me to live in
the moment.Broken Clocks reminded me that tomorrow is
never promised.Broken Clocks reminded me to focus on the
positive and not the negative.Broken Clocks reminded me that
the past is the past and focus on the present.Last but not least
Broken Clocks taught me that a Broken Clock is always right
twice a day Kudos to Danielle Allen for writing such powerful
book If you like love stories this is the book for you If you are a
fan of Danielle Allen and haven t read Broken Clocks you
should If you haven t read a Danielle Allen book I suggest you
start. Broken Clocks is a maelstrom of emotion with characters
whose journey takes you on an epic ride I laughed, I cried, I
called up my old work just kidding all my exes are dead But
seriously though, Layla and Will s journey is a testament to the
enduring power of love in all of its many forms despite
obstacles that may arise Readers better strap themselves in as
they ll be taken on a rollercoaster ride filled with a bevy of
emotions ranging from euphoria to gutwrenching pain as they
ask themselves is there really a such thing as perfect timing
Love has a way of knocking on your door when you least
expect it I love the fantasy of love but know the reality of love
that a deep love can bring In Broken Clocks Mrs Allen takes
the reader on one hell of a roller coaster ride of emotions with
love, hurt and sometimes hate The main characters are
William, Layla and Molly the Model William and Layla are
loveable and at first glance you know there is chemistry and
they are soulmates with a love that runs deep The tug of war
on love between these two will have you loving them and
hating them at times The interaction with Molly the Model has
me wanting to step in and show her who s really the boss but I
know Layla s best friend had that covered Mrs Allen does an
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amazing job with all of the twists, turns and hills while allowing
them to tell their story but what she doesn t prepare you for is
the ultimate drop right before the roller coaster ride ends I
dragged finishing this book because I knew something was
going to happen I just was not prepared for what happened
Mrs Danielle Allen I believe you may have created a stalker in
me with this one I have so many questions that I don t know
where to begin To all of my fellow readers out there run and
run quickly to pick up your copy of Broken ClocksBetter yet, hit
that one click button, grab a hot cup tea and get ready for your
ride. According To My Grandma, A Broken Clock Being Right
Twice A Day Meant That In Any Given Situation, There Are
Only Two Opportunities For Perfect TimingI Fell For William
Grayson In A Matter Of Minutes The Connection Between Us
Was Undeniable, But Our Timing Was Off I Was Dating
Someone And By The Time I Was Single Again, He Was
Taken And A Year Later, When We Finally Got Together, It
Was Clear That We Were Soulmates But Circumstances Out
Of Our Control Cut Our Time ShortWe Were A Little Older, A
Little Wiser, When Our Paths Crossed Again I Was Entering A
New Phase Of Independence In Both My Career And My Life
He Was Growing Professionally And Moving To A New City
And Even Though Our Timing Was Off, It Was Still Clear That
We Were Soulmates But For The Second Time,
Circumstances Out Of Our Control Cut Our Time ShortMy
Grandma Was A Wise Woman, But My Love Life Taught Me
That There S No Such Thing As Perfect Timing There S Just
Timing Because Nothing Is Perfect There S Just Right Now
Because Tomorrow Isn T PromisedFor As Long As We D
Known Each Other, William And I Just Wanted To Be Together
It Was As Simple And As Complicated As That This book was
extremely well written and the story line and moral was
perfection I kept thinking that I knew what was going to happen
and I had it all wrong Very unpredictable Although I hate sad
books, I can t deny the writers talent here Will definitely be
reading of this author s work. WoW Danielle Allen , this book is
really good William and Layla are soul mates , so much that
you feel their connection The author shows you that they
belong to one another Time is not always on their side hence
the broken clocks But as Layla s grandmother explained a
broken clock is always right two times a day This books takes

you through their relationship, the broken clock times that will
make your cry and the times when the timing of things are right
and you will read the passion and love between the couple I
enjoyed this book and I ll never forget this story or the lesson it
teaches you.
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